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The Labyrinth is finished.
Its time to Conga!

The Labyrinth
Every picture tells a story. Accomplished drivers, breaking
backs, capable researchers, enthusiastic shovellers, gifted in
many trades, hard graft, long hours, needing a break, skilled
hands, talented surveyors, wholehearted commitment, and
willing workers. These are just some of the qualities of the
Rangers, Friends and all the other helpers who have
contributed to constructing and providing information for the
labyrinth since we received funding from Nottinghamshire
County Council. From the beginning of May to the end of September, 75 different volunteers have donated a wonderful
1700 hours of their time. I was impressed by how we always
had the right number of volunteers each day for the work in
hand, whether it was 2 or 20, without me having to make
many
requests. All of this together with a very dry summer has
helped us to make rapid progress with construction. The
main labyrinth is complete; the earth bank is ready for sowing
with grass and wild flower seed and many of the peripheral
items such as leaflets for users, display boards, and seats are
underway.
Many friends had their first experience of using the labyrinth
when a group of Guides visited. This was our opportunity to
take photographs for the leaflets. The adventurous enjoyed
running round the path, dancing the Conga, marching in step,
meeting and greeting with High Fives, celebrating with
coloured scarves and hats, meditating, and much more.
I must express a sincere ‘thank you’ to everyone who has
contributed. It is a joy to work with you. We can all look
forward to completing the project and an opening ceremony
sometime next year.
John Randall

1 Marking the perimeter

3 Jean, Paddy and Kate our surveyors

5 Jill and Gordon on their knees

2 Cutting the first turf

4 Zoe, Jean, John, Jill
and Roger admire their
handiwork

6 Gordon and John struggle
with the shuttering

7 Helen and Jill - the grafters

9 Final touches to the top
dressing

8 Tough work!

10 Jenny, John and Paul

11 Finishing touches by
Paul

SMALL GAME HUNTING - Mammal Trapping 2011
Early in August the annual mammal survey took place over three days.
Although there is a great deal of wildlife visible in the park throughout
the year many more inhabitants are not often spotted. To take stock of
the smaller residents it necessary to catch them first— a task requiring
specialist equipment, high levels of skill and getting up really early!
Zoe set the traps each evening, filling them with a
variety of foodstuff palatable to tiny mouths and
warm bedding for those who spent the night. They
were then cleverly positioned where mice, voles and shrews were
likely to run into them and camouflaged with moss and leaves. These
disguises were usually so good that only Zoe’s remarkable memory
gave us any chance of finding them again.

“I can see my house
from here!”

The getting up very early is important to make sure
captured mammals spend as little time as possible in
the trap – although a certain vole returned to the same
trap every night of the survey. Very stupid or very
clever? You decide.
Traps are checked the next morning and those that
have been tripped are carefully emptied (inside a large
bag with the top held shut). The incarcerated occupant
is identified, sexed, weighed, measured, marked with
‘The Procedure’
a fur clip and released to nibble another day. This
- dogs optional
procedure must be seen to be believed and one little
shrew managed to make his exit before being
processed despite our best efforts. He is still at large and thought to
be colluding with a particularly bitey mouse found in the same area.

“Hello again, same time
tomorrow?”
Our regular obliging vole

Nibbles Mcbitey—
believed to still be at
large in the park

Catch numbers appeared up this year on last, over the three days the traps contained:
23 Wood mice – similar to your common house mouse (not that
you have any of course)
but a bit prettier with
bigger ears and eyes and
a more ‘street’ attitude.
“Get my best side”
The Common Shrew

“Oh yeah! You’re the big man wait till me and the boys get
you in a bag!”

9 Common Shrews –
furious, high speed little
insectivores with pointy
noses, tiny eyes, living
fast/dying young.

“See that girl, watch that scene,
digging’ the dancing mouse”

2 Field Voles – smashing cubby little fellas with rounded noses,
relaxed dispositions and short tails (also known as the
short-tailed vole).
15 Bank Voles – confusingly similar to the field vole but with
a longer tail (unsurprisingly also known as the long-tailed vole).
16 of the catches were recaptures from previous days – pretty
sweet deal really, safe bed for the night, more food than you
can eat, funky haircut and your picture on the FORCP website!

New Improved Sensory Trail
The trail has been designed to
offer interesting experiences for
all children, but especially
disabled visitors. It is for this
reason that the exhibits are
mounted low to the ground to
aid wheelchair access.
At the Visitors Centre we have a set of 15 sensory buckets, these
contain natural objects such as shells, fir cones, feathers,
pebbles, acorns, conkers etc. There is a lid on each bucket with
an opening that allows only a hand to explore. The idea is to
identify the contents by touch alone. These sensory buckets are
mounted in the outdoor buckets you see along the trail and can
be linked together with ropes so that the activity can be carried
out blindfolded. For safety reasons we cannot leave these outside
permanently but can be set up for an organised group.

Wind chimes.
Donations were gratefully received for the installation of three
different kinds of wind chimes. These chimes were chosen for
their very different timbres and were selected with hearing
impaired visitors in mind.

The trail is designed to be as interactive as possible, using
predominantly recycled materials and is intended to blend in with
the natural environment.

A Snake sculpture made from
horse shoes and a coconut
horse’s hoof activity.
The centre of the trail has been extensively planted with a
wide variety of native plants which were chosen for their scent,
colour and texture, and should provide a stunning display in the
spring of 2012. At the entrance to the trail is a small herb
garden. The idea behind this feature is that visitors can touch
the leaves and smell the aroma of the variety of herbs, which
were kindly donated by a local garden centre.

‘Move a mushroom’
activity where children can
test their coordination .

A Xylophone made from
old shelving bars and
struck with a rolling pin.

One of five touch logs where
the children match patterns
and textures using their sense
of touch.

Race the Labyrinth game
using a ball bearing moving
around a track carved in
wood.

Over the summer period the trail has proved to be yet another
popular area within the park, receiving many very positive and
complimentary comments from both old and young visitors.
It is the intention of the Friends to further develop this area
and so the project is far from over.

A view of the sensory trail with the sunflower drum
in the foreground.

An old garden gate
becomes a musical
instrument

A damaged plastic pallet
gets a new life as a floor
keyboard. Each blue key
when pressed, squashes
a bellows sending air
through a recorder fixed
to create a single note.

Wytham in September

Arriving on the Monday afternoon I was met with scary tales of how
windy it was on Sunday night , friends expecting tents getting airborne
death and destruction. However in the morning, after a head count all
was well and the intrepid team set about clearing undergrowth around
a pond.
Tuesday began with meeting Matt, pictured right, who explained how
to make chestnut shingles, he had 10,000 to make! and then we set
about moving a flock of sheep from one field, across an open area and
into a second field. This was great fun, trying not to spook them and
being as wi—de as possible, I managed this better than others. We then
set about clearing Hawthorn bushes from a field using loppers and
saws. This left us sporting scratched legs and arms!
On Wednesday we went over to Hill End, an educational field centre ,
where after a cup of tea and a lovely slice of coffee cake we attacked a
somewhat overgrown willow maze. Some tamed an out-of-control Loch
Ness Monster. David the manager was pleased with our work and hopes
we return again.
Thursday saw one team laying two enormous plastic pipes in two deep
ditches and back filling to allow vehicle access around the wood. The
other team cleared vegetation around a pond where the newt population was being studied. We enjoyed a good chat around the camp fire
that evening where I developed a new delicacy, pancakes filled with
marsh mallows!
On both Tuesday and Wednesday evening Nigel treated us to a meal at
the Talbot. We went to the Red Lion on Thursday. As always everyone
got along so well and we loved working with Nigel, Kevin and Nick. We
are all very keen to return in May. Well done the Friends!
Roger

Jean and Kate
On June 26th, Jean and I set off to visit Mary Morgan, a former
FORCP, now living in Hampshire.
The main purpose of our trip was to visit the Queen Elizabeth
Country Park at Waterlooville where she now carries out
volunteer work. Unlike Ruddington, QE Country Park covers a
vast area (1400 acres) made up of mixed woodland and chalk
downs.
On our arrival, Mary took us to Butser Hill, a site of special
scientific interest and the highest point in Hampshire. After a
picturesque climb up the down with it's multitude of wild
flowers and butterflies, we were rewarded with spectacular
views over the Hampshire country side, the South Downs and
over the Solent to the Isle of Wight.
The following day, we joined Jan, an expert in British snakes,
on her weekly adder survey. Having been advised not to be too
disappointed if we did not see any adders (and in view of my
experiences in badger watching), we were not too optimistic.
We checked about 40 tins (corrugated iron sheets laid on the
ground) sited over an area of about 5 1/2 miles. After walking
along woodland paths and scrabbling amongst the undergrowth,
we were rewarded with the sight of no less than 16 adders
(1 black), 1 grass snake and numerous slow worms.
Jan told us it was the most she had ever seen at one time.
Perhaps she ought to join me badger watching at Wytham
Woods?
Later, Mary showed us around the old Market town of
Petersfield where she now lives. It is a most beautiful area.
Our thanks to Mary and Jan for making our visit so memorable.
Kate

This is a summary of a study previously undertaken on the park
A survey of nature in the Park
Within the park’s 85 hectares (210 acres) there are several
different habitats for plants and animals. Between them they
are home to nearly 1400 species so far identified.
In May and June 2011, after some soil and water sampling in
March, we surveyed five example habitats (a wood, the lake,
and three grasslands).
The habitats as we see them now are the result of management
and usage since landscaping in 1990, and of the effects of the
species on each other. For example in a wood there are
different ground level plant communities at the edges and in the
middle, due to different shading, and in grasslands there have
been effects of mowing frequency and of footfall. Another
example is the effect of water bird populations on the lake.
Some locations which seemed fairly uniform at first sight turned
out to provide several habitats. For example under some of the
meadow grasses we found matted layers of dried herbage with
their own insect and spider populations.
Copies of a more detailed summary are in the visitor’s centre
and a full scientific report is available from the Rangers’ office.
Species lists are held in the Rangers’ office.
David

Benches Galore! Let the pictures tell their story

Well done to all those
involved in carving and
installing the benches
and eventually Paddy
got her long held wish!

Work Days
The Friends’ work days will be held every Wednesday and Saturday.
Meet at the Rangers’ Office at 9.30 am.

Future Projects

Develop Sensory Trail
The Very Hungry Caterpillar
play sculpture
Fencing
Mushroom Glade
More benches for Paddy
Woodcarving

Dates
FORCP Meetings
Wednesday September 21st
Wednesday November 9th
RCP 1.30pm
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